Conditioned pain modulation is minimally influenced by cognitive evaluation or imagery of the conditioning stimulus
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Purpose: Conditioned pain modulation (CPM) is an experimental approach for probing endogenous analgesia by which one painful stimulus (the conditioning stimulus) may inhibit the perceived pain of a subsequent stimulus (the test stimulus). Animal studies suggest that CPM is mediated by a spino–bulbo–spinal loop using objective measures such as neuronal firing. In humans, pain ratings are often used as the end point. Because pain self-reports are subject to cognitive influences, we tested whether cognitive factors would impact on CPM results in healthy humans.

Methods: We conducted a within-subject, crossover study of healthy adults to determine the extent to which CPM is affected by 1) threatening and reassuring evaluation and 2) imagery alone of a cold conditioning stimulus. We used a heat stimulus individualized to 5/10 on a visual analog scale as the testing stimulus and computed the magnitude of CPM by subtracting the postconditioning rating from the baseline pain rating of the heat stimulus.

Results: We found that although evaluation can increase the pain rating of the conditioning stimulus, it did not significantly alter the magnitude of CPM. We also found that imagery of cold pain alone did not result in statistically significant CPM effect.

Conclusion: Our results suggest that CPM is primarily dependent on sensory input, and that the cortical processes of evaluation and imagery have little impact on CPM. These findings lend support for CPM as a useful tool for probing endogenous analgesia through subcortical mechanisms.
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Introduction

Conditioned pain modulation (CPM) is an experimental tool for measuring endogenous analgesia in humans.1 It is often linked to mechanisms first explored in animal research. In rats, Le Bars et al2 demonstrated that one noxious stimulus (the conditioning stimulus) could inhibit the neural response to another noxious stimulus (the test stimulus) from a distal location. These animal studies implicate a spino–bulbo–spinal loop in the process, whereby wide dynamic range neurons in the spinal dorsal horn receive a noxious conditioning stimulus from one body part and send a signal upward to the subnucleus reticularis dorsalis of the caudal medulla, which then sends widespread descending inhibition to spinal secondary neurons via the dorsolateral funiculi.3,4 Researchers have used various terms to describe this phenomenon, including diffuse noxious inhibitory controls, counterirritation, and heterotopic noxious conditioning stimulation.5 To standardize terminology, experts recommended strictly using diffuse
noxious inhibitory controls to describe the lower brainstem-mediated inhibitory mechanism directly observed in animal studies, and using CPM to describe the human behavioral correlate.6

A standard CPM paradigm consists of a single conditioning stimulus and a test stimulus that is measured twice, once before and once during or after the application of the conditioning stimulus. CPM is typically characterized by the change in the pain rating of the testing stimulus as a result of the application of the conditioning stimulus.7 Assessing CPM in humans facilitates the understanding of the underlying mechanisms of chronic pain conditions7–9 and helps predict their response to treatment.1,10,11

Because CPM relies on self-reports of pain perception, we sought to understand how higher cortical mechanisms that influence self-report may impact CPM. We specifically focused our study on the conditioning stimulus, the intensity of which has been shown to affect the magnitude of CPM.12–14 We used a CPM protocol where the conditioning stimulus was a cold water bath15–18 and the testing stimulus was noxious contact heat, both adjusted to the individual’s level of moderate pain.

Our first aim was to determine whether cognitive evaluation of the conditioning stimulus would impact 1) the perceived pain of the conditioning stimulus and 2) the magnitude of CPM. We identified a prior study that manipulated evaluation (threatening and reassuring) to impact pain tolerance of a cold bath,19 and we assessed whether such an evaluation on a cold conditioning stimulus could impact the heat test stimulus rating in CPM. In the prior study, the manipulated evaluation changed the tolerance of the cold water bath but did not significantly change the pain ratings of the cold water bath.

Our second aim was to test whether using imagery of cold pain alone as the conditioning stimulus (no sensory stimulus) would reduce the pain rating of the testing stimulus. Nociception is not always necessary or sufficient for the perception of pain, and some studies have reported that noxious stimuli are not required for CPM.8,12 We thus further investigated whether mental imagery alone, in lieu of physical stimuli, is able to induce a CPM-like effect. Assuming that higher cortical mechanisms play a role in CPM, we hypothesized that imagery alone could generate a CPM-like response.

Methods
Participants
The Stanford University Institutional Review Board reviewed and approved all procedures. We recruited healthy participants between the ages of 18 years and 45 years from the local community through internet advertisements. We excluded volunteers for medication use, the presence of a pain condition, any circulatory disorder, a previous cold injury, problems with blood clotting, or any skin condition. A total of 20 participants were recruited, with an equal number of males and females. They provided informed consent prior to the start of experimental procedures.

Experimental design – task flow
Figure 1 summarizes the tasks performed by our participants in temporal order. First, they completed a heat pain thresholding procedure to individualize the temperature for the CPM heat test stimulus. At the end of the thresholding procedure, participants provided a baseline pain rating of their individualized heat stimulus on their left hand. This rating would be used in all subsequent CPM calculations as the baseline “before rating” of the test stimulus. Next, they performed the first imagery task (precold water experience), imagining their right foot in cold water for 2 minutes while the heat test stimulus was applied to their left hand during the last 30 seconds of the imagery. Next, they completed a cold pain thresholding procedure in an actual cold water bath, to individualize the temperature for the CPM conditioning stimulus. Subsequently, participants completed a baseline CPM procedure using their individualized cold water conditioning stimulus and individualized heat test stimulus. Finally, in randomized order, each participant completed two more CPM procedures involving either a threatening or a reassuring evaluation of the cold water conditioning stimulus and a second imagery task (postcold water experience).

Individual thresholding of the heat test stimulus
We administered heat using a Pathway system (Medoc Advanced Medical Systems, Ramat Yishai, Israel), with a contact heat-evoked potential stimulator thermode secured on the left palm. Participants rated their pain using a computerized visual analog scale (VAS), with a left anchor of “no pain” (recorded as 0/10) and a right anchor of “worst pain imaginable” (recorded as 10/10).

We found the temperature that gave approximately a 5/10 pain rating for each participant (“Heat-5”) and applied this temperature on the palm for 30 seconds as our test stimulus. To identify Heat-5, we first obtained a thermal maximum by collecting pain ratings from 32.0°C to 51.0°C, increasing at a rate of 0.3°C/second. The participant indicated if the temperature reached “worst pain imaginable”, and we set the
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Thermal maximum at the maximally tolerated temperature averaged from two runs repeated 1 minute apart. Next, a method-of-limit test\(^{20}\) was used to find Heat-5. Specifically, the participant was subjected to a series of 13 temperatures for 30 seconds each, with 30-second breaks, to rate the pain of the thermode stimulus using the VAS. The 13 temperatures ranged from 1°C and 5.5°C below the thermal maximum, with 48.9°C being the maximum temperature allowed for 30 seconds, for safety considerations. We used the participant’s 13 pain ratings to estimate the test stimulus that would yield a 5/10 pain rating.

Finally, we performed a baseline heat test where Heat-5 was applied to the participant’s palm for 30 seconds. We repeated the heat pain thresholding if the baseline rating of the current Heat-5 resulted in pain ratings beyond a VAS range of 4–7. We excluded participants if we were unable to find a stable temperature setting that yielded a baseline heat test rating within the range of 4/10–7/10.

Imagery of cold pain protocol

Participants performed cold imagery both before and after actual exposure. Before the application of any real cold conditioning stimulus, we tested whether the mental imagery of cold pain alone would impact the heat test pain rating. The participants listened to a recorded script that guided them to imagine their right foot in painfully cold water for 120 seconds (Script 1 in Supplementary materials). We applied the 30-second heat test stimulus starting at 90 seconds into the mental imagery tasks, and the participants rated the heat test stimulus on the VAS immediately following the task. They also rated how well they thought they could perform the imagery task on a VAS scale (0= not all, 10= like it was real). We then repeated this imagery task again after exposure to the actual cold bath using both the initial cold bath thresholding and a standard CPM protocol (details in Standard CPM protocol section). We specifically performed this imagery twice to assess whether exposure to the actual cold conditioning stimulus would influence the quality of the imagery task and, subsequently, the magnitude of CPM.

Individual thresholding of the cold water conditioning stimulus

To set the cold water temperature for the CPM conditioning stimulus, we used a rough step-down thresholding procedure to find the temperature that approximated a 5/10 pain rating. Five minutes after the first imagery of the cold pain task, the participants placed their right foot into a circulating cold...
water container set to three temperatures (16°C, 12°C, and 8°C) for 120 seconds each, with 2 minutes between each exposure. The participants rated their pain at 60 seconds and 120 seconds on the VAS, and we averaged the results. We selected the temperature for the cold water bath that resulted in a mean pain rating closest to 5/10.

**Standard CPM protocol**

The study participants completed a standard CPM protocol approximately 5 minutes after the thresholding of the cold water conditioning stimulus. The cold water conditioning stimulus lasted for 120 seconds as participants placed their right foot in the circulating cold water container with a temperature determined by individualized thresholding as described in the preceding section. The 30-second heat was applied to the left palm between 90 seconds and 120 seconds of cold water exposure. After being exposed to both stimuli for 30 seconds, the participants removed their foot from the bath and separately rated the pain produced by the conditioning stimulus and pain of the test stimulus.

**Threatening and reassurance evaluation protocol**

Approximately 5 minutes following the standard CPM trial, the participants performed two modified CPM trials involving evaluation of the cold water conditioning stimulus. Prior to these modified CPM runs, they listened to a recorded script guiding them to evaluate the cold water conditioning stimulus as threatening in one trial and as safe in the other trial (adapted from Jackson et al.;19 Script 2 and 3 in Supplementary materials). Then the standard CPM protocol was run, modified with participants instructed to perform either the threatening or the reassurance evaluation of the conditioning stimulus. The threatening and reassurance evaluation trials were randomized with the second imagery trial (postcold water exposure). Each trial was separated by 5 minutes.

**Data analysis**

We completed data analysis using SPSS version 20 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA). We used linear mixed-effects modeling for primary comparisons because this approach was capable of accounting for the characteristics of our data set, including the handling of within-individual repeated measures. We also used paired-samples t-tests and the bivariate correlation analysis for secondary exploration of our data. G*Power version 3.1.3 was used to compute the sample size needed based on our results, to detect significant differences in pain ratings of the heat stimulus as a result of imagery.

**Results**

**Demographics and individualized thermal settings**

We collected data from 20 healthy volunteers (ten women, ten men). Ages ranged from 18 years to 42 years (mean 25.1 years). We included 15 of those volunteers in the data analysis (eight women, seven men; mean 24.6 years). We excluded five participants because of issues related to the thresholding of the heat test stimulus. Four individuals did not achieve at least a 4/10 pain rating on the maximum baseline heat test stimulus (48.9°C). Low-level pain ratings would introduce floor effects, and safety considerations prevented us from applying higher temperatures to increase the pain rating. The fifth excluded participant rated the baseline heat test higher than 7/10. This rating indicated that the thresholding was unstable, with likely hypersensitivity due to repeated testing alone. Table 1 lists the individualized temperature settings of the heat stimulus and cold water bath for each participant.

**Effect of cold water evaluation on the conditioning cold water pain rating**

To assess the effect of cold water evaluation on the participant’s VAS rating of the cold water pain, we ran a linear
mixed-effects model for the random effect of the cold water pain rating by the fixed effect of the cold water evaluation (no evaluation with standard CPM, threatening evaluation with modified CPM, and reassurance evaluation with modified CPM). An autoregressive covariance matrix was added for within-subject repeated measures.

As shown in Figure 2, the modeled mean rating of cold water pain was 4.16 (standard error [SE] = 0.50) with no evaluation, 4.55 (SE = 0.78) with threatening evaluation, and 3.46 (SE = 0.42) with reassurance evaluation. Evaluation had a significant effect, $F(2, 26.7) = 3.37, P = 0.05$, on the pain rating of the cold water conditioning stimulus. Furthermore, we did not find a modeled significant difference between the baseline and threatening conditions, $t(27.6) = -0.77, P = 0.45$, but reassurance was significantly less than threatening, $t(25.2) = 2.58, P = 0.02$. The participants rated their ability to perform the reassurance evaluation with a mean of 6.56 (standard deviation [SD] = 2.43) and the threatening evaluation with a mean of 6.04 (SD = 1.49). We did not find a significant difference of these means by paired-samples t-test, $t(14) = 0.82, P = 0.42$.

**Effect of cold water evaluation on the heat test stimulus rating**

To assess the effect of the cold water evaluation on the post-conditioning rating of the heat test stimulus pain, we ran a linear mixed-effects model to determine the random effect of the heat test pain stimulus rating. In contrast, cold water conditioning resulted in a significant reduction in the pain rating of the test stimulus, $F(2, 28.5) = 2.76, P = 0.01$. However, there was no significant difference in heat test pain ratings for cold water conditioning across CPM trials, and cold pain imagery conditioning, adding an autoregressive covariance matrix for within-subject repeated measures.

As shown in Figure 3, the modeled mean rating was 3.52 (SE = 0.76) for the heat test pain with no evaluation, 2.92 (SE = 0.64) for the threatening evaluation, and 3.72 (SE = 0.70) for the reassurance evaluation. The cold water evaluation did not significantly affect the postconditioning rating of the heat test stimulus, $F(2, 28.5) = 0.70, P = 0.50$.

**Can cold pain imagery result in CPM?**

To assess whether imagery can lead to a CPM-like effect, we ran a linear mixed-effects model to determine the random effect of postconditioning heat pain rating by the fixed effect of conditioning stimulus (no conditioning stimulus at baseline heat test, cold water conditioning stimulus across CPM trials, and cold pain imagery conditioning), adding an autoregressive covariance matrix for within-subject repeated measures.

As shown in Figure 4, the modeled mean rating of cold water pain was 5.35 (SE = 0.66), at the baseline test was 3.46 (SE = 0.48)
across CPM trials, and was 4.33 (SE = 0.42) across cold pain imagery trials. The conditioning stimulus had a significant effect, \( F(2, 73.6) = 4.09, P = 0.02. \) The heat test pain ratings were significantly lower for CPM trials relative to the baseline heat test, \( t(86.4) = -2.76, P = 0.01. \) However, the heat test pain ratings after cold pain imagery were not statistically different from baseline, \( t(75.8) = 1.54, P = 0.13, \) or from the cold water trials, \( t(65.3) = -1.81, P = 0.08. \)

Next, we compared the first (precold water experience) to the second (postcold water experience) imagery task. Participants rated their ability to perform the first imagery task with a mean of 5.35 (SD = 1.89) and the second with a mean of 6.47 (SD = 1.82). We failed to find a significant difference in these means using a paired-samples t-test, \( t(14) = 2.04, P = 0.06. \) The mean postimagery heat pain rating was 4.22 (SD = 2.4) for the first trial and 4.52 (SD = 2.7) for the second trial. They were not significantly different, \( t(14) = 0.37, P = 0.72. \)

**Discussion**

In this study, we replicated CPM in a healthy cohort using a cold water bath as the conditioning stimulus and contact heat pain as the test stimulus. We also replicated the finding that cognitive evaluation of a cold pain stimulus can alter the experience of that stimulus.\(^{19}\) More importantly, we found that 1) cognitive evaluation of the conditioning stimulus did not significantly change the magnitude of CPM, despite altering the pain rating of the conditioning stimulus itself, and 2) using cold pain imagery in lieu of an actual cold pain stimulus did not result in a statistically significant CPM-like effect. These results suggest that CPM is more dependent on physical conditioning stimuli than on higher cognitive and evaluative processes. Here, we interpret our results in detail and compare them with existing literature.

First, we discovered that cognitive evaluation of a fixed cold stimulus can alter the rating of the resulting cold pain (Figure 2). Our finding is consistent with prior findings in the literature that indicated that a number of cognitive factors have been shown to alter the perception of pain. Examples of such factors include appraisal, fear, and distraction.\(^{19,22-24}\) Moreover, we did not find a statistically significant difference in the rating of the cold stimulus between no evaluation and threatening evaluation (Figure 2). This result suggests that cold water may be naturally perceived as threatening for our population sample, and this threat can be reduced through reassurance.

Second, although evaluation influenced the pain perception of the conditioning stimulus, it did not lead to statistically significant changes in the magnitude of CPM in our sample (Figure 3). This finding highlights the robustness of CPM compared with a simple measure of the cold pain, which is subject to evaluative influences. Our result is also consistent with prior literature findings that indicate that the subjective pain ratings of the conditioning stimulus do not predict CPM magnitude.\(^{5,12,14,16,25}\)

Third, we found that imagery, in lieu of a physical conditioning stimulus, did not cause a statistically significant reduction in the pain ratings of the test stimulus (and therefore did not result in a significant CPM effect). This result is consistent with the findings of a majority of the studies that suggest that a noxious physical stimulus is required to obtain CPM.\(^{16,26-28}\) The few studies that indicated that noxious stimuli were not required\(^{8,12}\) used a long conditioning stimulus (> 5 minutes), which may have potentially triggered temporal summation.\(^{14}\) The effect of imagery on the heat test was between the baseline heat test and the CPM heat test (Figure 4), which could indicate that 1) some carryover effects of CPM impacted the imagery trials or 2) the effect of imagery is quite small.

It is possible that our study was underpowered to detect a small effect from both imagery and cognitive evaluation. Specifically, our data suggest a trend of a CPM-like effect by noxious imagery. With our current sample size, this trend (effect size 0.44) did not reach statistical significance. However, if we were to recruit 43 subjects, we would then be able to detect this decrease in test stimulus pain rating as a result of imagery with 80% power and an \( \alpha \) of 0.05. The effect size for that of threatening evaluation was even smaller (0.31), which would require a sample size of 67 subjects to detect it with 80% power and an \( \alpha \) of 0.05. Finally, the effect size of the reassuring evaluation was 0.018, which is almost negligible. Therefore, it is reasonable to suspect that both the imagery and threatening evaluations might affect CPM, but the effects for both would be of much smaller magnitude compared with the effect from standard CPM.

To summarize, our results indicate that although cognitive factors (eg, evaluation) may lead to changes in the pain rating of the conditioning stimulus, they did not significantly alter the CPM magnitude in our sample. These results are consistent with the findings of multiple previous studies that report that the pain rating of the conditioning stimulus, which is subject to cognitive influences, does not predict CPM magnitude.\(^{12,16,25,29-31}\) Moreover, the disparate influence of cognitive evaluation on the pain rating of the conditioning stimulus itself versus CPM magnitude highlights a difference
between static (the pain rating of the conditioning stimulus) and dynamic quantitative sensory testing (eg, CPM). The latter appears to be more robust against cognitive influences. Our findings therefore support that CPM is a reliable tool to measure endogenous analgesia.

A recent paper by Nir et al.32 shows that cognitive manipulation targeted at reducing conditioning stimulus pain lessens CPM magnitude, which differs from our study. However, pronounced differences in experimental design between Nir et al’s and our study (young males only vs both sexes, hot water vs cold water conditioning stimulus, and standard vs individualized conditioning stimulus) precludes a direct comparison between Nir et al’s study and ours. Furthermore, the expectation manipulation performed by Nir et al was extensive, took time, and involved a placebo cream and manipulation of the conditioning stimulus. Our manipulation was much simpler and relied on verbal cues only. As such, it is conceivable that the more extreme manipulation of conditioning stimulus expectation resulted in more significant changes in CPM.

Our pilot study has two limitations. First, our sample size is limited. Although our study has enough power to replicate previous results of both the standard cold water CPM task and the evaluation task, we did not detect any effects of evaluation or imagery. We estimate that we would need to triple our sample size to have adequate power to detect the possible effects of imagery, and more than quadruple our sample size to detect the possible effect of evaluation. However, even if our results nonetheless indicate whether imagery and evaluation can affect CPM, the magnitude of their effect is much smaller than that seen using a standard cold water conditioning stimulus. This supports the robustness of the standard CPM protocol against cognitive influences. Second, although we randomized the order of evaluations and the second imagery task (and accounted for order in the analysis), order might still have influenced our results. Repeated cold water exposure from the initial thresholding test and the standard CPM task may subsequently decrease the pain ratings from the heat stimulus, because some studies show that CPM may last longer than 5 minutes.33,34 The actual effect of evaluation and imagery may thus be even smaller than what we observed. However, it is important to emphasize that order effect played a minimal role in the imagery task, given that the rating of the task performance and the magnitude of CPM-like effect from each of the imagery tasks (performed before and after real cold bath exposure) did not differ significantly.

Despite these limitations, our study adds important evidence to the growing body of research on the mechanisms of CPM. Our results strongly support the hypothesis that CPM is primarily driven by sensory input in healthy adults, and that cognitive processes such as evaluation and imagery have a relatively small effect. As such, our study confirms the robustness of the CPM protocol as a reliable means to test endogenous analgesia in healthy adults.

In future studies, it may be worthwhile to investigate the effect of CPM using the same modalities (eg, heat test and heat conditioning) versus different modalities (eg, heat test and cold conditioning). We also plan to conduct a separate examination of the effect of evaluation and imagery both to simplify our protocol and to minimize the amount of cold bath exposure experienced by our participants. The stability of sensory testing35 and utility of individualization in setting test parameters36 should also be further explored. Another important step will be to investigate whether our results remain true in patients with chronic pain, who may perform the negative evaluation and pain imagery more vividly as a result of personal experience than did our healthy young adults, who had no history of pain. The results of these future studies will inform researchers and clinicians about the ways in which psychological factors affect CPM and how these interactions contribute to the development of chronic pain.
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Supplementary materials

Script 1: Imaginary pain conditioned stimulus passage

In the next task, we will place the thermode on your hand once again for 30 seconds. At the end of 30 seconds we will ask you to rate your pain levels. However, you will notice a bucket of ice water in the room. We would like you to imagine your right foot is situated in the ice water and that the ice water is titrated to a 5–7 pain level during the thermode testing.

If you would like to stop the test at any time for any reason, please do not hesitate to tell me during the procedure.

Script 2: Reassurance orienting conditioned stimulus passage

The cold water is a safe and effective experimental procedure. A review of the current literature indicates that well over 1,500 experiments have used cold water with various populations including young children, pregnant women, people with chronic medical conditions, and even elderly people. The procedure is harmless, except for those persons who have indicated a medical condition listed in the consent form.

You may experience short-term discomfort or pain during and shortly after the experiment, but the procedure is safe because the water temperature has not fallen below the freezing point and because the exposure on your foot is short term. Keep this assurance in mind.

We would like you to imagine the cold water as being extremely safe. Please imagine the cold water as not being harmful.

We would like you to try to leave your foot in the cold water for as long as you can or when the proctor says you can remove your foot. However, please feel free to withdraw your foot at any point, without penalty, especially if discomfort becomes too high. (Script adapted from Jackson et al.1)

Script 3: Potential threat orienting conditioned stimulus passage

Prolonged exposure to freezing temperatures can lead to frostbite. Frostbite is an injury to the body that is caused by freezing. Frostbite causes a loss of feeling and color in affected areas of the body. Warning signs of frostbite include sensations of tingling, throbbing, pain and numbness to the exposed limbs and flesh that has become discolored or turns blue, and unusually firm skin.

Because the frozen tissues are numb, a victim is often unaware that he/she has obtained frostbite. Nevertheless, frostbite can cause permanent damage to the body, and severe cases can lead to gangrene (when a considerable mass of body tissue dies) and the amputation of limbs.

The cold water that we will be using will not cause any of these harmful conditions. However, we would like you to imagine the cold water as being extremely harmful. Please imagine the cold water giving you frostbite and gangrene with the characteristics from above.

We would like you to leave your foot in the cold water for as long as you can or until the proctor says you can remove your foot. However, please feel free to withdraw your foot at any point, without any penalty, and especially if discomfort becomes too high. (Script adapted from Jackson et al.1)
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